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a few snippets from
an indian family!



arey guddu! tu aa
gya school se!

aur is tarah meri dadi ne
bhi technology ko use

krna seekh hi liya!

03



guddu beta,
you need to
get a life!
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That’s my dadi
when she calls up
papa while he’s in
the same town!

That’s my dadi
when she calls up

papa when he’s
out of town!

“the phone call charges
are directly proportional
to the distance between
the caller and receiver!”

My dadi’s logic!
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Dadu!! See my new pineapple
XDR Super smart watch! it can
do whatever I want it to do.
anything and everything!

I don’t have to go outside
to run now! My Pineapple watch
will do it for me, from
now onwards!

Also, I don’t have to worry
about finding true love, my
pineapple watch will do it
for me!

Wo sab to theek hai
guddu beta! Ye time
wagerah bhi batati
hai ya nahi?
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it is the
festival of

lights!

everyone has
their own idea of

celebration!

it’s just that my
idea is a bit different!

and a bit digital!
#happydiwali
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how come
there is no
app for this!

and yet I can’t
find an app that will

help me cancelour
picnic plan beta!

no matter what you want to do,
there’s an app on playstore that
will do it!

an app for
something I
need to do!

What are you looking for papa?
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So guddu, tell us one
thing which sets apart

heaven from hell!

of course it’s the
availability of full

wifi signal, Sir!
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(11:45 am) maa i have work, it may get
late, can i stay at my friend’s?

(12:15 pm) maa is typing...

(11:00 pm)okay

(4:30 pm) maa is typing...

(9:00 pm)
maa is
typing...
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how did you
guys meet?

all thanks to
the internet!

this one time, the
internet was down!

so, I had to head out.
and that is how I met

your aunt!
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Dadu mere saath
chess kheloge?

Dadu cricket to
khel lo na fir!

nahi, isme kuch physical
involvement nahi hai!

nahi, aisa kuch jisme
physical involvement ho!

khel lo na dadu!
mereko points mil

jaynege!!
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I don’t know why
dadu visits doctor
everytime he feels

uneasy!

when dr. google
can diagnose the
problems within

seconds!

okay! now
I know why.
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guddu beta, Zara ek
glass paani de ja!

arey guddu!!!
good evening
sir, here is
your order!

here is your glass
of water. please give
me 5 star!

guddu beta, sun
raha hai na?
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kanta bai
talks so much
all the time!

it gets
irritating

sometimes!

only if I could
“unsubscribe” her

in real life!
hehe hehe

15



Arey sunti ho! 
apni gudiya ke liye

rishta aaya hai!

haan sach mai!
maine just abhi
uske phone mai

dekha!

kya baat
kar rahe ho!
sacchi mai?

dadu, i am just 20!
plus wo shaadi.com

nahi, tinder hai!

16



la la la laa
tudu du duu!

Arey waah beta!
itna saj-sawar ke

kahan chali?

instagram live,
meri pyaari dadi!
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ghatiya laptop!
jo mai type kar
rha hoon, wo
type krne kyun
nahi de rha!!!

chill pops!
just turn off

the autocorrect
and you are
good to go!

oooh!
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the way my papa and I
prepare for sankranti

are a bit different!

that’s my papa
doing his prep!

then there’s me!
and that’s how
guddu rolls!

19



maa, ye dadi ji
2 din se mandir
ke saamne kyun

baithi hain?

ok.

arey wo to unhe
whatsapp pe banke
bihari baba ji ka
message aaya tha
na uske liye!

is message ko 20 logo ko
forward karo aur 20,000
baar om mantra ka jaap
karo! 5 din mai aapko
achhi khabar milegi!

forwarded..

good morning!

20



guddu i’ve heard interent
addiction is now an official

mental disorder and you
can go to rehab for it!

I am only
going if there’s

wifi, sir!
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And they lived
happily ever

after!

hashtag
the end!

like!
lmao!
lmao!

lmao!
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guddu you are becoming
lazy, you need to work out

a little! maybe join
a gym?

the very
first day
at gym!

damn thisinstagram
generation!
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guddia bhi apni cheezen
sambhal ke nahi rakhti!

gudiya bhi apni cheezen
sambhal ke nahi rakhti!

ab bani na baat! ekdum
naye jaise ho gaye!

Arey sunti ho! zara
mujhe meri soldering

machine dena to!

ab bani na baat! ekdum
naye jaise ho gaye!

daaaduu!! 
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guddu! you have been
inside for the last half

an hour! what are
you doing?

just going
through some
trending news

maa!
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zara ye bhi likh ke
bhej de ki wo kal

kirtan ke liye
aarhi hai na?

After 2 hours:
bas maa? aur
bhi kuch likh
ke bhejna
hai kya?

nahi bas itna hi!
aur haan, teri mausi 

aur mami ko bhi message
krna baaki hai abhi!
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i just did
that pops!

guddu beta, environment is
in a critical situation! we need
to plant more trees, please

come here and help me!
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haan papa! ‘hello
bETa’  wala email jo
aapne bheja hai, wo

mil gya mujhe.
from: papa
subject: hello beta!

no description!

new email
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beta guddu 10 baj gaye
hain, ab so jao!

beta guddu 10 baj gaye
hain, ab so jaoo!!!

“early to rise and
early to bed makes a

man healthy but
socially dead!”

guddu’s logic!

the very next day!
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aur laga reh
din bhar apne

phone mai..

maa mai maths
ke exam mai fail

ho gya.

maa aaj tabiyat
theek nahi lag rhi

mujhe..

maa mera
phone nahi mil
raha mujhe..

maa aaj bhukh nahi
lag rhi, mai khana

nahi khaunga!

aur laga reh
din bhar apne

phone mai..

aur laga reh
din bhar apne

phone mai..

aur laga reh
din bhar apne

phone mai..

30



Dadu, internet is incredible!
it has endless information
and is also going to expand
my knowledge in amazing

new ways!

Later that
day!

haan.. haan..
jaroor!!
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guddu beta, zara
andar se thoda

doodh dena!

guddu beta, thodi
dahi dena, ghar pe

jamani hai!

beta guddu, phone
mai mata rani ke

gaane daal de to!

beta guddu, ghar se
zara namak la de!
khatam ho gya hai!
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guddu, I broke
up with rahul!

really?
how is he coping

with it?

he doesn’t
know it yet.
instagram is

down!
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what’s there to brag
about your stupid
games high score,

you idle brat!

uhh dadu, are you
talking about this
online history quiz
high score?
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my mother just
informed me that
amazon delivered

my harmonica!

only to
find out..

that’s my
new 4gb dual rank

computer ram!
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maa, can
I use the
internet?

ok, but just
for a few
minutes!

ok.
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the thing about
people’s profile on

internet is you cannot
confirm their validity!

does that mean
angel priya could

be a fake one?

ain’t that
obvious, beta

guddu?
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itne saare log line laga
ke kyun khade hain?

saamne prasaad
wagerah bat rha

hai kya?

wo to aaj banana
phone v20 launch

ho rha hai na!
isleye!

arey nahi
dadu!
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our beloved banke-bihari
baba ji, will show you that

there’s life beyound
the internet!

wow! that sounds
interesting! do you
guys have a website

or something?
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Dekho to sahab
mai facebook pe
kitni famous ho
gayi hai!

beware of kanta bai!
she will sweep away your
expensive things by cleaning
your house!
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guddu, collect
your copy! you’ve

got an “F”.

what do you mean!
I copied everything

straight off the
internet!
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after seeing my dadu’s
bucket list, which I think

is a little out-dated!

and that’s what
you call a real

bucket list!

I decided to make
my own!
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what are you most
afraid of in this entire

world, guddu?

dinosaurs terrify
me, uncle!

oh no!
it’s the

dinosaur
again!
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